The authors used the WRF-Chem model with relatively fine grid spacing (4km) to investigate the ozone chemistry during the early stages of the North American monsoon.
I find this topic about upper troposphere chemistry during the thunderstorms is interesting and important. I would expect this paper's uniqueness in its higher spacing resolution and hence advantages with resolved convective transport and also the budget analysis of ozone. However, this experiment is not well designed. Although, the authors designed some diagnostic parameters to show impact from convection transport, boundary layer, and stratospheric ozone, it's not very clear. I do have some specific comments. I would not suggest this paper for publication in ACP unless the authors address these comments.
Specific Comments
1. The impacts of convective transport, stratosphere ozone, and lightning impact on upper tropospheric ozone are extensively investigated by previous studies, therefore, new insight of this paper is to conduct high spacing resolution simulation. However, authors fail to demonstrate how and to what extent the results from high spacing resolution that explicitly simulating convective transport differ from those from relative low resolution parameterizing convective transport and also fail to point out the uncertainties in the traditional estimate with parameterized convective transport.
A sensitivity simulation with a relatively coarse resolution (e.g., 36 km) should be conducted to quantify the difference of impact of convective transport on upper tropospheric chemistry between explicit one and parameterized one. Authors must design these multiple sensitivity experiments to clearly quantify the ozone budget.
Technical Comments

